DOUBLE BREATHING APPARATUS

3 Minutes More Of Air Are Extremely Important When One Works In Critical Conditions, During Firefighting Or In Rescuing.

For This Reason We Developed An Exclusive System Of Acoustic Alarm Integrated In The Demand Valve That, Not Wasting Any Air And Using The Operator Inhalation, Warnings That The Air In The Cylinder Is Running Out.

A System Safe And Protected From External Agents That Extends Up To 30% The Time Available To Quit, In All Safety, From The Operation Area.

CHARACTERISTICS:

• **No Air Loss:** The Warning Device, Using For Its Activation The Air That The Operator Inhalates, Increases The Amount Of Air Available For Escaping.

• **Sealed Warning Device:** The Alarm System Is Always Protected From The Surrounding Environment Making It Much Safer Than The Traditional Whistle. The System Cannot Be Blocked By Sand, Mud, Foam And Other Agents That Are Typically Present Where The Scbas Are Used.

• **Self-Test:** Since The Alarm Is Based On The Operator’s Breathing, One Can Immediately Understand Which Scba Is In Exhaustion Event When There Are Several Rn Mk2 In Operation.

• **Alarm Audible In Any Circumstances:** As The Alarm Is Located In The Demand Valve Not Only Is It Closer To The Ears Than Traditional Alarm Systems But Also, As It Transmits Sound Waves Through The Inhaled Air, Its Tone Is More Penetrating And Has A More Distinctive Pitch.

• **Alarm At Any Distance:** The Rn Mk2 Technology Exploits The Medium Pressure To Transmit The Alarm Signal. This Allows The Operator To Walk Away From The Cylinder / Reducer / Gauge Group While Being Able To Receive The Warning Signal In Any Circumstances.

• **Second Operator Alarm:** Exploiting The Medium Pressure, The Alarm Is Audible At Every Demand Valve Connected To The Same Reducer.
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